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SERVICE-STICK

We developed the SERVICE-STICK for you; it simplifies planning, installation and
maintenance of our Felsenmeer Lone Worker Protection Solution.

SHALOSH ECO

You can configure the SHALOSH ECO
using the SERVICE-STICK. Just place a
SIM card into the SHALOSH ECO, put it
into the charger, wait until it announces
itself to the SERVICE-STICK and then
configure it. This is faster than a
configuration via SMS, especially when
many parameters have to be configured. 

You can now also use SIM cards that
require a PIN: just configure the PIN into
the SHALOSH ECO using the SERVICE-
STICK. In case you configured the wrong
PIN, the SHALOSH ECO speaks to you
and describes the problem, once you
switch it on. Just reconfigure the PIN. 

Should we release a new Firmware, you
can download it into the SHALOSH ECO
using this product. This works
independent of the SIM card and its
associated contract for data usage.

http://p.n2g30.com/7fha9m93-sx89ypqa-bwj69mme-zig


BEACON ECO and BEACON CIPOLLINO

You can use the SERVICE-STICK to plan
and install a localization solution: It shows
which BEACON can be received at some
place, whether the localization is unique and
whether the batteries are still full. This works
also for the older localization beacons (gso,
gso-v, D.A.N.-Detector and BEACON).

More importantly, you can switch into the ECO Mode, which allows a BEACON ECO to
run for typically 10 years with only one set of batteries. In ECO mode you can also change
the transmission interval and the network ID. 

You can also use the SERVICE-STICK to update the firmware of a BEACON ECO or a
CIPOLLINO BEACON.



BEACON ECO and CIPOLLINO BEACON, however, can be configured using this product.
You have better control over transmission power, compared to using the key. You can also
configure a site ID, which is used to distinguish neighboring installations.

Compatibility 

For gso, gso-v, D.A.N.-Detector and BEACON you can use the SERVICE-STICK for
planning and maintenance. It replaces the D.A.N.-Controller which has been used in the
past for these tasks. 

Last but not least: The SERVICE-STICK supports future extensions of the Felsenmeer
Lone Worker Protection Solution. If necessary, you can update its firmware as simply as
uploading a file to a web server.

Order Information

Product name Article number

SHALOSH ECO 1104005

SERVICE-STICK 1201052

BEACON ECO 1201092

CIPOLLINO BEACON 1201191

Place order at info@felsenmeer.ch.
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Questions?

Contact me if you have any further questions or suggestions.
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